Pallet23 House Rules (sorry, this list was super simple before all of the below
happened & now need to have this list J )
Note: There are several security cameras linked to Pallet23’s smartphone &
computer ~ footage can & will be used for legal purposes if there are any issues with
adherence to the rules.
~ Take a picture of space upon arrival ~ the space is to be left in the condition that it
was found when you arrived (unless you are paying the clean up fee).
~ No Smoking or tobacco of any kind (includes Vaporizers) inside. Any exceptions
need to be discussed with Pallet23 i.e. if a video/movie shoot scene requires,
professional trade show event. Smokers can smoke outside back door (smaller
black door) & use ashtray provided. Keep back door closed between going in & out.
~ The front courtyard belong to the bar in front ~ PLEASE ensure your guests do
not sit or smoke on that property (the chain/poles separate) unless they are buying
drinks or food from the bar.
~ No drugs of any kind.
~ No underage events of any kind without adults present. Rental agreement &
security deposit must be completed by an adult.
~ Please ask Pallet23 rep before moving any furniture or borrowing items from
cabinets. Any items moved/borrowed must be returned to their original spot.
~ No animals unless for a professional photo/video shoot or working animal. Any
exceptions need to be discussed with Pallet23.
~ No weapons or firearms of any kind.
~ No glitter or sparkles of any kind.
~ Candles that are contained & will not easily be knocked over are allowed.
~ The kitchen island cannot handle a lot of weight so no hot chaffing dishes, heavy
boxes, or people (yes, this has happened) are allowed on the island. Any baked or
hot food must be placed on towels or trivets.
~ Please be mindful of the amount of trash that your event may generate. Pallet23
doesn’t have a dumpster. One large rolling bin (same as residential) is allotted for
each event ~ any trash beyond that will be a charge of $40 for an extra garbage pick
up or taken home/disposed of off site in a legal location (not illegally using other’s
dumpsters/bins).

